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Motivating Example: 
Estimating the Returns to Schooling
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Returns to schooling — OLS suffers from OVB

Question: what is the effect of an extra year of education on someone’s 
earnings?
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A first approach: run OLS of log earnings (Y) on education (D), adjusting for  
X = {race, experience, regional factors}. Here reproduce Card (1993).

Returns to schooling — OLS suffers from OVB

Question: what is the effect of an extra year of education on someone’s 
earnings?

Y = ̂τOLS,resD + X ̂βOLS,res + ̂ϵOLS,res
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Many important variables that affect both schooling and earnings are not 
included in X, e.g family wealth, ability, …
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earnings?

Y = ̂τOLS,resD + X ̂βOLS,res + ̂ϵOLS,res

̂τOLS,res ≈ 7.5 %
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Our restricted OLS estimate is not causal, and may suffer from what is known as 
“omitted variable bias” (OVB). What can we do now?

Many important variables that affect both schooling and earnings are not 
included in X, e.g family wealth, ability, …
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If we can find a variable Z that (i) changes the incentives to schooling (D); and (ii) is 
“otherwise” unrelated to earnings (Y), then we can obtain a valid estimate* of the causal 
effect of schooling on earings, even without measuring unobserved confounders U.

Returns to schooling — IV comes to the rescue (?)

(*this requires other parametric assumptions which we will not discuss here. X omitted from the DAG for simplicty)
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If we can find a variable Z that (i) changes the incentives to schooling (D); and (ii) is 
“otherwise” unrelated to earnings (Y), then we can obtain a valid estimate* of the causal 
effect of schooling on earings, even without measuring unobserved confounders U.

Card (1993) argues that the presence of a nearby college (let’s call this “proximity”) 
may be such a variable:

• Students who grow up far from college face higher costs of education;

• Proximity to college is not confounded with earnings, and influences earnings 
only through its effect on additional years of education (conditionally on X);

Returns to schooling — IV comes to the rescue (?)

If these assumptions hold, we can use IV regression adjusting for X to estimate the 
“true” returns to schooling, and we obtain the value of 13.2% (details next).

(*this requires other parametric assumptions which we will not discuss here. X omitted from the DAG for simplicty)

But proximity is not randomized… couldn’t we have the same problem as with OLS?
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Returns to schooling — IV can also suffer from OVB

In general there are two main threats for the validity of an IV estimate:
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“Side-effects” of Z 
(“exclusion restriction” 

is violated)
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“Side-effects” of Z 
(“exclusion restriction” 

is violated)

And this is indeed the case in Card’s example. For instance, family wealth, or 
simply better regional indicators are likely confounders of proximity, but we did 
not measure them.
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“Side-effects” of Z 
(“exclusion restriction” 

is violated)

And this is indeed the case in Card’s example. For instance, family wealth, or 
simply better regional indicators are likely confounders of proximity, but we did 
not measure them.
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Returns to schooling — IV can also suffer from OVB

In general there are two main threats for the validity of an IV estimate:

Although we proposed IV as a solution to the OVB problem, it may itself suffer 
from OVB! How much can we trust the 13.2% estimate?

“Confounders” of Z and 
Y (“ignorability of Z” is 
violated)
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The two main approaches to IV estimation: 
just different flavors of OLS
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS
Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS

Reduced form: Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

First Stage: D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Effect of the instrument (Z) on the treatment (D)
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS

Reduced form: Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

First Stage: D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the treatment (D)

⟹ ̂θres ≈ 0.319

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS

Reduced form: Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

First Stage: D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the treatment (D)

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the outcome (Y) (“intent-to-treat effect”):

⟹ ̂θres ≈ 0.319

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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⟹ ̂λres ≈ 4.2 %
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS

Reduced form: Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

First Stage: D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the treatment (D)

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the outcome (Y) (“intent-to-treat effect”):

⟹ ̂θres ≈ 0.319

̂τILS,res :=
Effect of Z on Y (RF)
Effect of Z on D (FS)

=
̂λres
̂θres

Indirect Least Squares (ILS):

(Standard errors obtained with the delta-method)

≈
0.042
0.319

≈ 13.2 %

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS

Reduced form: Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

First Stage: D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the treatment (D)

Effect of the instrument (Z) on the outcome (Y) (“intent-to-treat effect”):

⟹ ̂θres ≈ 0.319

̂τILS,res :=
Effect of Z on Y (RF)
Effect of Z on D (FS)

=
̂λres
̂θres

Indirect Least Squares (ILS):

(Standard errors obtained with the delta-method)

≈
0.042
0.319

≈ 13.2 %

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders

Second stage: Y = ̂τ2SLS,res ̂D res + X ̂β2SLS,res + ̂ϵ2SLS,res

Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS):
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Estimation with IV — ILS / 2SLS

Reduced form: Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

First Stage: D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res
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=
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Indirect Least Squares (ILS):

(Standard errors obtained with the delta-method)

≈
0.042
0.319

≈ 13.2 %

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders

Second stage: Y = ̂τ2SLS,res ̂D res + X ̂β2SLS,res + ̂ϵ2SLS,res

(numerically identical to ILS.)

Two-Stage Least Squares (2SLS):

⟹ ̂τ2SLS,res =
̂λres
̂θres

≈ 13.2 %
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

Anderson-Rubin: Y − τ0D = ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

Suppose the true causal effect of D on Y has some specific value, say, 𝜏0.

Note that, if 𝜏0 is the true causal effect ϕτ0,res = 0

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

Anderson-Rubin: Y − τ0D = ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

Suppose the true causal effect of D on Y has some specific value, say, 𝜏0.

Note that, if 𝜏0 is the true causal effect ϕτ0,res = 0

Point-estimate: ̂τAR,res = {τ0; ̂ϕτ0,res = 0} =
̂λres
̂θres

= ≈ 13.2 %

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

Anderson-Rubin: Y − τ0D = ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

Suppose the true causal effect of D on Y has some specific value, say, 𝜏0.

Note that, if 𝜏0 is the true causal effect ϕτ0,res = 0

Point-estimate: ̂τAR,res = {τ0; ̂ϕτ0,res = 0} =
̂λres
̂θres

= ≈ 13.2 % (identical to ILS/2SLS)

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

Anderson-Rubin: Y − τ0D = ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

Suppose the true causal effect of D on Y has some specific value, say, 𝜏0.

Note that, if 𝜏0 is the true causal effect ϕτ0,res = 0

Point-estimate: ̂τAR,res = {τ0; ̂ϕτ0,res = 0} =
̂λres
̂θres

= ≈ 13.2 % (identical to ILS/2SLS)

Confidence interval: CI1−α(τ) = {τ0; t2
̂ϕτ0,res

≤ t*2
df,α} ≈ [2.4 % , 28.5%]

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

Anderson-Rubin: Y − τ0D = ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

Suppose the true causal effect of D on Y has some specific value, say, 𝜏0.

Note that, if 𝜏0 is the true causal effect ϕτ0,res = 0

Point-estimate: ̂τAR,res = {τ0; ̂ϕτ0,res = 0} =
̂λres
̂θres

= ≈ 13.2 % (identical to ILS/2SLS)

Confidence interval: CI1−α(τ) = {τ0; t2
̂ϕτ0,res

≤ t*2
df,α} ≈ [2.4 % , 28.5%]

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

Two important facts: 1) the confidence interval includes zero, if, and only if, we 
cannot reject the RF is zero; and  2) the confidence interval is unbounded, if and 
only if, we cannot reject the FS is zero.

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Estimation with IV — Anderson-Rubin / Fieller

Anderson-Rubin: Y − τ0D = ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

Suppose the true causal effect of D on Y has some specific value, say, 𝜏0.

Note that, if 𝜏0 is the true causal effect ϕτ0,res = 0

Point-estimate: ̂τAR,res = {τ0; ̂ϕτ0,res = 0} =
̂λres
̂θres

= ≈ 13.2 % (identical to ILS/2SLS)

Confidence interval: CI1−α(τ) = {τ0; t2
̂ϕτ0,res

≤ t*2
df,α} ≈ [2.4 % , 28.5%]

(Identical to Fieller’s (1954) proposal for the confidence interval of a ratio.)

This approach has correct test size regardless of instrument strength. 

Two important facts: 1) the confidence interval includes zero, if, and only if, we 
cannot reject the RF is zero; and  2) the confidence interval is unbounded, if and 
only if, we cannot reject the FS is zero.

Z: instrument (proximity), D: treatment (education), Y: outcome (log earnings), X: obs. confounders
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Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

What we have What we want

First stage:

Reduced form:

Anderson-Rubin:

OVB for IV — the problem statement

̂τres ≈ 13.2 %
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Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0

Z + X ̂βτ0
+ W ̂γτ0

+ ̂ϵτ0

Y = ̂λZ + X ̂β + W ̂γ + ̂ϵy

D = ̂θZ + Xψ̂ + W ̂δ + ̂ϵd

Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

What we have What we want

First stage:

Reduced form:

Anderson-Rubin:

OVB for IV — the problem statement

̂τres ≈ 13.2 % ̂τ ≈ ??
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Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0

Z + X ̂βτ0
+ W ̂γτ0

+ ̂ϵτ0

Y = ̂λZ + X ̂β + W ̂γ + ̂ϵy

D = ̂θZ + Xψ̂ + W ̂δ + ̂ϵd

Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

What we have What we want

First stage:

Reduced form:

Anderson-Rubin:

OVB for IV — the problem statement

How would including W in our IV regressions have changed our inferences?

̂τres ≈ 13.2 % ̂τ ≈ ??
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Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0

Z + X ̂βτ0
+ W ̂γτ0

+ ̂ϵτ0

Y = ̂λZ + X ̂β + W ̂γ + ̂ϵy

D = ̂θZ + Xψ̂ + W ̂δ + ̂ϵd

Y = ̂λresZ + X ̂βres + ̂ϵy,res

D = ̂θresZ + Xψ̂res + ̂ϵd,res

Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

What we have What we want

First stage:

Reduced form:

Anderson-Rubin:

At their core, IV estimates are OLS estimates.  
So we can leverage all sensitivity tools for OLS for the sensitivity of IV.

OVB for IV — the problem statement

How would including W in our IV regressions have changed our inferences?

̂τres ≈ 13.2 % ̂τ ≈ ??
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An Omitted Variable Bias Framework for 
Instrumental Variables
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OVB for IV — what can we learn from RF and FS?
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OVB for IV — what can we learn from RF and FS?

As we just have seen:

All IV estimators =
Reduced Form

First Stage
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OVB for IV — what can we learn from RF and FS?

Sensitivity of the reduced form (null of zero for IV):
•  When we are interested in the hypothesis of zero effect, the sensitivity 

of the RF is exactly the sensitivity of the IV. That’s it! 

Sensitivity of the first-stage (stability of IV):

• If omitted variables are strong enough to change the sign of the first 
stage, they are also strong enough to make the IV estimate arbitrarily 
large in either direction.

As we just have seen:

All IV estimators =
Reduced Form

First Stage

Point estimate: this formally holds for all estimators discussed here. 
Confidence intervals: this formally holds for the AR/Fieller approach.

(significance testing using ILS/2SLS can lead to logically incoherent conclusions)
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(i) how much residual variance W explains of the the instrument              
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R2
Z∼W|X

CImax
1−α,R2(λ) = [ ̂λres − t† max

α,df−1,R2 × ̂se ( ̂λres), ̂λres + t† max
α,df−1,R2 × ̂se ( ̂λres)]

Construct confidence interval replacing the usual critical value t* (e.g 1.96) with an 
adjusted critical value t†:

t† max
α,df−1,R2 is a function of the two sensitivity parameters R2 := (R2

Y∼W|Z,X , R2
Z∼W|X)

OVB for IV — crash course on OVB for OLS

1. Worst possible inferences given a postulated strength of W:

2. Sensitivity statistics for routine reporting:

3. Formal bounds on the strength of W if it were as strong as observed covariates

• Leverage claims of relative importance of variables.

• Minimal strength of W needed to be problematic: (i) robustness value (RV); (ii) 
extreme robustness values (XRV).

(using the reduced form as the example)
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OVB for IV — Anderson-Rubin

Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

For a choice of 𝜏0 create the “putative potential outcome”                         and 
run the AR regression:

Yτ0
:= Y − τ0D
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• Sensitivity parameters in terms of: (i) residual variance explained of 
instrument                ; and, (ii) residual variance explained of  the 
“untreated” potential outcome” R2
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OVB for IV — Anderson-Rubin

Yτ0
= ̂ϕτ0,resZ + X ̂βτ0,res + ̂ϵτ0,res

For a choice of 𝜏0 create the “putative potential outcome”                         and 
run the AR regression:

Yτ0
:= Y − τ0D

R2
Z∼W∣X

• Sensitivity parameters in terms of: (i) residual variance explained of 
instrument                ; and, (ii) residual variance explained of  the 
“untreated” potential outcome” R2

Yτ0∼W∣Z,X

To recover all possible inferences given any strength of W, simply invert the 
Anderson-Rubin test with an ovb-adjusted critical threshold.

CImax
1−α,R2(τ) = {τ0; t2

̂ϕτ0,res
≤ (t† max

α,df−1,,R2)2}
• With this, we can get all usual OLS sensitivity results for IV estimates, such 

defining (extreme) robustness values, contour plots, etc.
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Sensitivity contours — AR lower and upper limits
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Conclusions

• Most instrumental variables: (i) are not really random; and, (ii) could affect the 
outcome other than through its effect on the treatment. 

• IV can also suffer from OVB, and the bias can be worse than vanilla OLS. We 
should always assess the sensitivity of our IV estimate.

•  Assessing the sensitivity of an IV estimate is as easy as assessing the sensitivity of 
an OLS estimate:

• For the zero null hypothesis: sensitivity of the IV reduces to the sensitivity of the 
reduced form. That’s it. You can do that today using sensemakr.

• General sensitivity for IV: we can easily explore how postulated confounding 
changes point estimates, lower and upper limits of CI, compute RVs, and bounds 
within the Anderson-Rubin framework. 

• Sensitivity of the reduced form, first stage or a specific null hypothesis using the 
Anderson-Rubin regression can already be easily performed with sensemakr. 
Software for the full-fledged IV sensitivity will be available soon (for R and Stata).
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Learn more!

- Watch the presentation on youtube (link: https://tinyurl.com/ovb4iv) 

- An Omitted Variable Bias Framework for Sensitivity Analysis of 
Instrumental Variables (preliminary draft) (link: https://tinyurl.com/
ovb4iv-draft) 

- Making Sense of Sensitivity: Extending Omitted Variable Bias    
(link: https://tinyurl.com/jrssb) 

- sensemakr: Sensitivity Analysis Tools for OLS in R and Stata                                         
(link: https://tinyurl.com/jss-sensemakr)

THANK YOU!

https://tinyurl.com/ovb4iv
https://tinyurl.com/ovb4iv-draft
https://tinyurl.com/ovb4iv-draft
https://tinyurl.com/jrssb
https://tinyurl.com/jss-sensemakr

